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Abstract- Environment impact assessment is required to
install device of marine renewable energy. Particularly, tidal
and oceanic current turbines may affect marine organisms.
More specifically, striking risk with marine species and the
turbines is concerned by local fishermen. To clarify its risk,
there are several observations in the actual test site as well
as water tank tests. Among them, Taya (2015) and Zhang et
al. (2017) conducted a laboratory-scale experiment. Based
on their research, this paper shows additional experimental
conditions and discussed how fish behaves around a turbine
blade. In addition, we showed an underwater fish-eye
camera is an effective method to monitor fish around the
device.

Zhang et al. [6] proposed similarity law based on their
experiment. In addition to this, they proposed similarity law
for the turbine tip speed and maximum fish swimming speed.
They carried out for three rotation frequencies (0, 5 and 20
rpm) of the turbine. Survival rate of fish was 100 % after 48
h experiment, and there is no fish to injury. They monitored
fish behavior using video cameras from the outside of water
tank. In this research, an underwater fish-eye video camera
was settled at the bottom of water tank. This method is
considered as feasible method in the actual site. The
effectiveness of this monitoring method is confirmed by the
experiment. Furthermore, the other experimental conditions
are investigated, e.g. rotation frequencies of turbine are
changed to obtain deeper insight on fish behavior around
turbine. From the result, survival or injury rate will be
discussed.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

II.

Tidal and oceanic currents are promising marine renewable
energy. However, there is a concern about potential effects
on marine environment and organisms to install such kind of
device in the ocean. For instance, underwater sound emitted
from turbines or electromagnetic wave induced by electrical
power cables may affect marine species. Tidal or oceanic
currents may alter due to extraction of their energy by
turbines. The existence of device itself may interfere the life
of marine species that are originally living the same area. In
particular, striking with marine species and turbine blades is
still unknown and this risk is a concern among local
fishermen, regulators, and developers. If we attempt to
install the device at a site where fishery is major industry,
regulators and developers need to negotiate with local
fishermen in advance, moreover they need to cautious it
during operation. In Japan, several projects with regard to
tidal and oceanic current power generation are ongoing,
however, some of them are installed at the site which is rich
fishing area. Therefore, Japanese research group considered
that striking risk with fish is required to assess, in order to
coexist tidal or oceanic current power generation and fishery.
So far, several experiments were conducted in terms of
clarifying striking risk. Taya [1] showed behavior of fish
around a turbine in a laboratory-scale test, then Taya [1] and

METHOD

A water tank (5 m x 1 m x 0.5 m) at Marine ecosystem
engineering laboratory, Institute of Industrial Science, The
University of Tokyo, was used in the experiment. In the
experiment, permission of animal experiment was obtained
by the university. In the water tank, a small part (1.8 m x 0.3
m x 0.4 m) was divided to release the experimental fish. The
water depth was 0.35 m. The monitoring area was set to be 0.
6 m as shown in Fig.1. The model of turbine was settled in
the center part of this monitoring area. The diameter of the
turbine is 0.25 m, and it was designed as 1/100 scale of
actual device. The water can generate weak current, and it is
not enough to rotate the blade. Thus, a motor was connected
to the turbine to achieve desired rotating speed of blade. The
tip speed ratio is 5. The tip speed is 5 m/s if water current is
1 m/s.
An underwater fish-eye camera was settled to monitor the
fish around the turbine. As we know that the fish-eye
camera is able to acquire wide view so that we can grasp
fish surrounding turbines. The experimental conditions were
the almost same as Taya [1]. Five fish was released in the
monitoring area. The experimental time for each case is 11
min. The behaviour of fish was classified into five groups as
follows. Fish passes outside the area of rotating blade, it is
passing. Fish enters inside the area of rotating blade, it is
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entering. Fish changes its movement at the turbine blade, it
is avoiding. Fish returns at the turbine blade, it is returning.
Fish strikes the blade or almost striking, it is striking. The
schematic illustrations in terms of classifying fish behavior
is shown in Fig. 3.
In terms of similarity law, tip speed and maximum swim
speed of fish were considered. The speed of water current is
another important factor, however there is limitation in the
water tank to generate the current. Thus, we focused on tip
speed and maximum swim speed of fish.
The maximum swim speed of fish relates to their length. If
the length of fish is 0.1 to 1 m in the actual scale, the
maximum swim speed can be estimated as 1.3 - 12 m/s. In
this case, the ratio between the maximum swim speed and
tip speed is 0.42 to 3.8 when the tip speed is 5 m/s. In the
laboratory-scale experiment, the rotating speeds of the
turbine were 5, 10, 20, and 30 rpm. The tip speeds are 0.07
to 0.39 m/s.
The experimental fish is “Himedaka (Oryzias latipes,
Japanese killifish)” as shown in Fig. 2. The length is roughly
0.03 – 0.04 m, and the maximum swim speed is 0.36 – 0.48
m. In this case, the ratio between the maximum swim speed
and tip speed is approximately 0.2 to 1.1.
III.

there were higher risks at night because of difficult detection
of turbine. Such kind of experiment is the future plan.

IV.

CONCLUSION

This paper showed fish behavior around turbine by
laboratory-scale water tank test using a underwater fish-eye
camera. In most cases, fish passes the turbine and they seem
to avoid turbine even though the rotating speed is 30 rpm. In
addition, the research showed the effectiveness using the
fish-eye camera to monitor fish around the turbine.

RESULT

Fig. 4 is an example image of experiment monitored by the
underwater fish-eye camera. As shown in this figure, it is
obvious that the one fish-eye camera can monitor wide view
including turbine and its surroundings. It is efficient method
to monitor fish, however the optical camera can not use
under the conditions of night or cloudy sea. Therefore,
combination with the other measurement device such as
acoustic camera is the most effective method. However, the
cost of optical camera is comparatively cheap so that it can
be easily used. When the marine renewable energy proceeds
to the stage of array, multiple measurement system will also
be required. In such case, optical camera system is feasible.
To overcome the disadvantage as above mentioned, high
sensitivity camera is needed, and its examination at the
actual sea is required.
Next, fish behavior around the turbine was classified and it
is shown in Fig. 5. It indicates the probability of fish
behavior versus each rotating speed ranging from 0 to 30
rpm. Passing outside the turbine blade is the major incidence.
Entering is less with increasing rotating speed. Returning
and avoiding increase with increase of rotating speed.
Striking and injury were not seen in the experiment. As a
result, when the fish detect the turbine, they are likely to
avoid or pass the turbine. It results in no striking or injury
for fish. If the fish can detect the turbine in front of it. It is
considered that they can avoid the turbine since the rotating
speed is slower than their maximum swim speed. However,
this result was obtained by just one type of fish, and we need
to investigate the other types of fish because fish has each
characteristic. In addition, the experimental condition will
be changed to mimic night condition to know the fish
behavior at night. According to Viehman and Zydlewski [4],

Figure 1 : Experimental setup and monitoring system using a fisheye camera around a model of turbine

Figure 2 : Fish behaviour around a turbine: passing, avoiding,
striking, entering, and returning

Figure 3 : A photo of experimental fish
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Figure 5 : Experimental result, probability of fish behaviour for
rotating speeds of 0 to 30 rpm
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